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Brussels, May 18, 2020. AKKA Technologies and Avianor, the majority-owned affiliates of DRAKKAR’s 

Aerospace & Ground Transportation Division, announced today that they have signed a collaboration 

agreement for Avianor’s Passenger-to-Freighter conversion solution, certified by the Canadian civil 

aviation authority (TCCA), and already embodied on several wide body aircraft.  

In order to promote this solution to international markets, AKKA Technologies and Avianor have signed 

a framework agreement to certify the solution with the widely adopted European Union Aviation & Safety 

standards. As a leading global aerospace MRO & Cabin Modification player, AKKA Technologies is 

among the few companies able to provide comprehensive EASA certification services by delegation to 

the aerospace industry and its operators. 

Avianor, an aircraft maintenance and cabin integration specialist, developed an engineering solution and 

associated kits to remove passenger seats from an airline’s aircraft and designate cargo loading zones 

for light weight boxes restrained with cargo nets. For a Boeing 777 or Airbus A330 type aircraft, such 

modifications can be embodied within four days, providing the aircraft with additional cargo capacity of 

up to 19 tons. This modification can be easily extended to other aircraft types providing most airlines and 

operators with an easy and comprehensive solution.     

The agreement between AKKA & Avianor will also give AKKA the ‘rights to use’ this engineering solution, 

in order to respond to the urgent cargo conversion demand worldwide. While AKKA will support airlines 

requiring EASA certification, Avianor will continue to support airlines requiring TCCA certification and 

supply conversion kits for both EASA and TCCA customers. 

“The COVID-19 pandemic has deeply hurt airlines and forced them to reinvent themselves. As a leader 

in the aviation industry, Avianor reacted quickly to the needs of its customers in this time of crisis. In just 

shy of a week’s time, our specialists reconfigured a first Boeing’s 777-300ER followed quickly by six other 

777 and A330. We are currently at work converting A340 aircraft cabins, soon adding another certified 

wide-body solution. We pride ourselves on our innovative actions and responsiveness to contribute to 

the urgent need for increased cargo capacity for medical and essential goods. We are pleased to 

establish this collaboration with the AKKA Group and enable a broader access to our solution for airlines”, 

said Matthieu Duhaime, President & COO, Avianor. 

 

“About half of the world’s air freight is carried in the cargo holds of passenger aircraft. And since COVID-

19 has grounded most of the passenger fleets around the globe, cargo capacity worldwide has dropped 

and the price per kilo skyrocketed. In order to compensate for reduced passenger traffic and keep their 

fleets operational, airlines are reconfiguring their passenger aircraft to so called ‘preighters’ (passenger-

to-freighter) to generate revenue”, said Charles Champion, member of AKKA’s board of directors.  



 

  

About Avianor 

Avianor, a privately-owned company from which the Aerospace & Ground Transportation Division of 

DRAKKAR has a majority participation, specializes in maintenance, modifications and aircraft 

completion, including a highly skilled internal engineering support team. Avianor has positioned itself as 

a vertical integrator in the marketplace. The company occupies over 200,000 square feet of hangars, 

repair shops, fabrication facilities and warehouse space at Mirabel Airport (YMX) and employs more than 

350 people. 

 

About AKKA 

AKKA is the European leader in digital solutions, engineering consulting and R&D services in the mobility 

segment. As an innovation accelerator for its clients, AKKA supports leading industry players throughout 

the life cycle of their products with cutting edge digital technologies (AI, ADAS, IoT/IIOT, Big Data, 

robotics, embedded computing, machine learning, etc.). With approximately 21,000 technology-

passionate employees and half a billion Euros digital platform, AKKA is dedicated to advancing the future 

of industry and supporting the digital transition of its clients. The Group recorded revenues of €1.8 billion 

in 2019.  

AKKA Technologies is listed on Euronext Paris and Brussels – Segment A – ISIN code: 

FR0004180537. 

For more information, please visit www.akka-technologies.com    

Follow us on: twitter.com/AKKA_Tech 
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